
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of QA team lead.
Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for QA team lead

Coordinates and collaborates with testing and development teams others
involved in the project (Dev, BA, PM)
When acting in an oversight role, ensuring that all laboratory test methods
and procedures are executed in compliance with specifications and standards
Working with the Supervisor to monitor laboratory quality data and metrics
on a regular basis to ensure that appropriate investigation, corrective action,
and/or escalation is conducted as required for recurring trends involving
products, methodologies, instrumentation and scientists
When requested, providing audit support (front room, back room and SME)
Lead automation and performance testing approaches in the Test Strategy
and Test Definition Reports
Develop or validate laboratory test methods or equipment (sampling,
monitoring, analytical procedures) in order to ensure reliability and accuracy
of analytical results
Work closely with application Dev leads, Project Managers, Business Analysts
to understand business changes in the assigned project(s)/system(s) across
Market Risk portfolio
Design, create and execute comprehensive test plans, test solutions and
plans for the releases
Lead all the activities as part of the testing lifecycle and deliverables ensuring
completion against plans and adherence to required levels of content, quality
and processes for the given project/system
Drive all aspects of testing including functional testing, e2e testing for the
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Qualifications for QA team lead

Familiarity with design concepts (gameplay/level design)
Broad technical exposure on variety of languages, tools, hardware, networks
Experience in test automation using Selenium or other tools
Proven ability to successfully manage QA systems in the Medical Device
Industry
Proven experience and training n Light Mechanical Engineering processes -
machining - casting - forging
Credit/underwriting background -Strong oral and written communication
skills -Ability to work with senior executives, Audit, and Credit Review on a
regular basis -Strong organizational skills -Proven ability to work well under
pressure and tight deadlines -Proficiency in Excel, Powerpoint, and
SharePoint


